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Best Books for Children Catherine Barr 2006 Offers reviews and recommendations of over 25,000 titles
for children, and includes brief annotations, bibliographic data, and review citations.
Dead Feminists Chandler O'Leary 2016-10-07 "Providing a new and illuminating look at 27 women
who've changed the world, Dead Feminists ties these historical women and the challenges they faced
into the most important issues of today. Based on the cult-following limited edition Dead Feminists
letterpress poster series by illustrator Chandler O'Leary and letterpress artist Jessica Spring, the book
combines new art and lettering, archival photographs and ephemera, and revisits the original poster to
tell each woman's story. Each chapter is a call to action (Protect, Make, Grow, Teach, Lead, Tell, Share,
Play), and shows how the women exemplified that quality in their own ways. This book takes feminist
inspiration to a new level of artistry and shows how ordinary and extraordinary women have made a
difference throughout history (and how you can too!)"-She Persisted in Sports Chelsea Clinton 2021-10 "Throughout history, in every sport and at all levels of
play, women athletes have been told they were never going to be fast enough, strong enough or good
enough. In this book, Chelsea Clinton introduces readers to woman athletes who have excelled in their
sports because of their passion, their skills and their persistence."--Dust jacket flap.
Babe Didrikson Zaharias Mackenzie Lobby 2011-01-01 Tells the story of this athlete's early life, AllStar basketball career, and winning of three medals in track and field at the 1932 Olympics.
Extraordinary Women from U.S. History: Readers Theatre for Grades 4-8 Chari R. Greenberg
Smith 2003-09-15 Bring the women who shaped American history to life in the_ classroom! Each script
embraces an event or portion of these famous womens lives, and illustrates the contribution that the
women made in shaping history in politics, art, sports and medicine. Readers Theatre format empowers
students to focus on learning about historical events of the womens lives and bringing those events to
life in the classroom. Each play includes a background, presentation suggestions, listing of characters,
and follow up activities. The nine women included are: Harriet Tubman, Sacagawea, Susan B. Anthony,
Amelia Earhart, Laura Ingalls Wilder, Eleanor Roosevelt, Nellie Bly, Babe Didrikson Zaharias and
Elizabeth Blackwell.
Kammie on First Michelle Houts 2014 The story of a girl who turned her baseball dreams into a career.
Dorothy Mary Kamenshek was born to immigrant parents in Norwood, Ohio. As a young girl, she
played pickup games of sandlot baseball with neighborhood children; no one, however, would have
suspected that at the age of seventeen she would become a star athlete at the national level. The outbreak
of World War II and the ensuing draft of able-bodied young men severely depleted the ranks of

professional baseball players. In 1943, Philip K. Wrigley, owner of the Chicago Cubs, led the initiative
to establish a new league?a women's league?to fill the ballparks while the war ground on in Europe and
the Pacific. Kamenshek was selected and assigned to the Rockford Peaches in their inaugural season and
played first base for a total of ten years, becoming a seven-time All-Star and holder of two league
batting titles. When injuries finally put an end to her playing days, she went on to a successful and much
quieter career in physical therapy. Fame came again in 1992, when Geena Davis portrayed a player
loosely based on Kamenshek in the hit movie A League of Their Own. Kammie on First is a real-life
tale that will entertain and inspire young readers, both girls and boys. It is the first book in a new series,
Biographies for Young Readers, from Ohio University Press.
This Life I've Led; My Autobiography Babe Didrikson 1911-1956 Zaharias 2021-09-09 This work
has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to
the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a
format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Historical Dictionary of Golf Bill Mallon 2011-01-21 Historical Dictionary of Golf—through a
chronology, an introductory essay, a bibliography, photos, and over 300 cross-referenced dictionary
entries on people, places, teams, and terminology of the game—is a comprehensive history of golf.
Senior High Core Collection Raymond W. Barber 2007 - More than 6,500 books in the initial
clothbound volume, plus more than 2,400 new titles in four annual supplements. - New coverage of
biographies, art, sports, Islam and the Middle East, and cultural diversity. - Special focus on graphic
novels, primary source materials, nonbook materials, and periodicals. - Analytic entries for items in
collections and anthologies.
Babe Conquers the World Rich Wallace 2014-03-01 Famous female athlete Babe Didrikson Zaharias
had one driving goal: to become the greatest athlete who ever lived. But there was more to Babe than
just sports. Babe had a meteoric rise -- to famed basketball player, Olympic medalist, and top female
golfer. But her life included many controversies surrounding her upbringing, personality, marriage, and
even her early death. This action-packed true story of a woman ESPN ranks as #10 of the top North
American athletes of the twentieth century is a fascinating biography of a historical sports figure. Ideal
for Women's History Month, the book includes personal and professional photographs, quotes, a
bibliography, and an index.
Russell Freedman Susan P. Bloom 2009-03-26 The author of more than 50 informational books for
young people, Russell Freedman has received every major award in the field, including the Newbery, the
Robert F. Sibert Medal, and the Laura Ingalls Wilder Medal. Major prizes are but one indication of the
significance of an author, and Russell Freedman has been and continues to be essential in moving
criticism and publication of nonfiction into the fullest realm of appreciation and development. Freedman
claims the narrative power of nonfiction as capable of "igniting the reader's imagination, evoking
pictures and scenes in the reader's mind." Authors Susan P. Bloom and Cathryn M. Mercier explore all
aspects of Freedman's work: his publications of nonfiction for young people; his essays and speeches
about the art of nonfiction; his language and style; and his themes and narrative arcs. Through interviews
with Freedman, this book speaks about his process as a writer of nonfiction, discussing how he chooses
subjects and how he views research as a process of discovery. Readers will gain a deeper understanding

of and appreciation for this storyteller who writes about the stories that compel him and invites his
readers to share his interest.
Something about the Author Lisa Kumar 2007-04 Series covers individuals ranging from established
award winners to authors and illustrators who are just beginning their careers. Entries cover: personal
life, career, writings and works in progress, adaptations, additional sources, and photographs.
If I Only Had a Horn Roxane Orgill 2002-08 Relates how the famous jazz trumpeter began his
musical career, as a poor boy in New Orleans, by singing songs on street corners and playing a battered
cornet in a marching band.
Wonder Girl Don Van Natta Jr. 2011-06-02 Experience the extraordinary story of a nearly forgotten
American superstar athlete. Texas girl Babe Didrikson never tried a sport too tough and never met a
hurdle too high. Despite attempts to keep women from competing, Babe achieved All-American status
in basketball and won gold medals in track and field at the 1932 Olympics. Then Babe attempted to
conquer golf. One of the founders of the LPGA, Babe won more consecutive tournaments than any
golfer in history. At the height of her fame, she was diagnosed with cancer. Babe would then take her
most daring step of all: go public and try to win again with the hope of inspiring the world. A rollicking
saga, stretching across the first half of the 20th century, Wonder Girl is as fresh, heartfelt, and graceful
as Babe herself.
Olympic Pride, American Prejudice Deborah Riley Draper 2020-02-04 In this “must-read for anyone
concerned with race, sports, and politics in America” (William C. Rhoden, New York Times bestselling
author), the inspirational and largely unknown true story of the eighteen African American athletes who
competed in the 1936 Berlin Olympic Games, defying the racism of both Nazi Germany and the Jim
Crow South. Set against the turbulent backdrop of a segregated United States, sixteen Black men and
two Black women are torn between boycotting the Olympic Games in Nazi Germany or participating. If
they go, they would represent a country that considered them second-class citizens and would compete
amid a strong undercurrent of Aryan superiority that considered them inferior. Yet, if they stayed, would
they ever have a chance to prove them wrong on a global stage? Five athletes, full of discipline and
heart, guide you through this harrowing and inspiring journey. There’s a young and feisty Tidye Pickett
from Chicago, whose lithe speed makes her the first African American woman to compete in the
Olympic Games; a quiet Louise Stokes from Malden, Massachusetts, who breaks records across the
Northeast with humble beginnings training on railroad tracks. We find Mack Robinson in Pasadena,
California, setting an example for his younger brother, Jackie Robinson; and the unlikely competitor
Archie Williams, a lanky book-smart teen in Oakland takes home a gold medal. Then there’s Ralph
Metcalfe, born in Atlanta and raised in Chicago, who becomes the wise and fierce big brother of the
group. From burning crosses set on the Robinsons’s lawn to a Pennsylvania small town on fire with
praise and parades when the athletes return from Berlin, Olympic Pride, American Prejudice has “done
the world a favor by bringing into the sunlight the unknown story of eighteen black Olympians who
should never be forgotten. This book is both beautiful and wrenching, and essential to understanding the
rich history of African American athletes” (Kevin Merida, editor-in-chief of ESPN’s The Undefeated).
Babe Didrikson Zaharias Joe Levit 2020-08-01 Babe Didrikson Zaharias not only broke records—she
took athletics by storm, winning two Olympic gold medals for track and field before turning to
professional golf. Witness more exciting moments from the life of this multi-talented athlete.
The Longest Shot Neil Sagebiel 2012-05-22 The inspirational story of the unknown golfer from Iowa
who beat his idol in the 1955 U.S. Open With the overlooked Jack Fleck still playing the course, NBCTV proclaimed that the legendary Ben Hogan had won his record fifth U.S. Open and signed off from
San Francisco. Undaunted, the forgotten Iowan rallied to overcome a nine-shot deficit over the last three
rounds—still a U.S. Open record—and made a pressure-packed putt to tie Hogan on the final hole of

regulation play. The two men then squared off in a tense, 18-hole playoff from which Fleck emerged
victorious in one of the most startling upsets in sports history. On par with the classic golf narratives of
Mark Frost and John Feinstein, The Longest Shot will surprise and delight fans as they trace the
improbable journey of an unheralded former caddie who played his way into the record books by outdueling the sport's greatest champion of his time.
Babe Didrikson Zaharias Russell Freedman 1999 A biography of Babe Didrikson, who broke records in
golf, track and field, and other sports, at a time when there were few opportunities for female athletes.
Babe Didrikson: Athlete of the Century R. R. Knudson 2015-01-08 Babe Didrikson--record-holder,
champion, athelete A biography emphasizing the early years of Babe Didrikson, who broke records in
golf, track and field, and other sports, at a time when there were few opportunities for female athletes.
"Contains black-and-white illustrations." "Written with gusto and enthusiam.... Most welcome."
--School Library Journal "A thoughtful, well-rounded, and highly readable portrait guaranteed to spark
interest in Babe Didrikson and other women athletes, past and present." --Booklist About the Women of
Our Time series: International in scope, the Women of Our Time series of biographies cover a wide
range of personalities in a variety fields. More than a history lesson, these books offer carefully
documented life stories that will inform, inspire, and engage.
Sports Legends
Children's Book-a-Day Almanac Anita Silvey 2012-10-30 "An Almanac with information about
famous events and celebrations for each day of the year and related children's book recommendations"-Moment of Glory John Feinstein 2010-05-13 After winning 6 of the 12 Majors from 2000 to 2002, Tiger
Woods struggled in 2003. Four unknown golf players -- Mike Weir, Jim Furyk, Ben Curtis, and Shaun
Micheel -- would seize the day, rising to become champions in his wake. Mike Weir -- considered a
good golfer but not a great one -- triumphed in The Masters, becoming the first Canadian to win a
Major. Jim Furyk emerged victorious in the U.S. Open. In the British Open, Ben Curtis became the only
player since Francis Ouimet in 1913 to prevail on his first time out, and Shaun Micheel came from
nowhere to prevail at the PGA Championship. How does one moment of glory affect the unsung
underdog for years to follow? In Moment of Glory, John Feinstein returns to the unlikely year of 2003
and chronicles the personal and professional struggles of these four players. With great affection for the
underdog and extraordinary access to the players, he then looked to the 2008 season, giving readers an
insider's look into how winning (and losing) major championships changes players' lives.
Janis Joplin Ann Angel 2019-10-22 Forty years after her death, Janis Joplin remains among the most
compelling and influential figures in rock-and-roll history. Her story—told here with depth and sensitivity
by author Ann Angel—is one of a girl who struggled against rules and limitations, yet worked diligently
to improve as a singer. It’s the story of an outrageous rebel who wanted to be loved, and of a wild
woman who wrote long, loving letters to her mom. And finally, it’s the story of one of the most iconic
female musicians in American history, who died at twenty-seven. Janis Joplin includes more than sixty
photographs, and an assortment of anecdotes from Janis’s friends and band mates. This thoroughly
researched and well-illustrated biography is a must-have for all young artists, music lovers, and popculture enthusiasts.
Babe Didrikson Susan E. Cayleff 2000-07-15 A gold medal Olympian, Babe Didrikson was arguably
the greatest athlete of the twentieth century, excelling at every sport she tried: running, jumping, javelin
throwing, swimming, basketball, golf, and baseball, to name just a few. Gifted and controversial, the
Babe's athletic prowess and personality took the country by storm from the 1930s to the 1950s.
Following the U.S. Women's soccer team's victory in 1999, Babe was mentioned repeatedly as a sports
icon for female athletes everywhere. Her achievements, though vast, were cut short at age forty-three
when she died from cancer, but Babe set the bar for every female athlete in her wake and opened the

world's eyes to what one empowered woman can achieve! The Babe's biography will inspire young adult
readers--embracing the current surge of Girlpower--who resonate with her quest for the American
Dream, her efforts to compete in a male world, her battle to overcome discrimination against female
athletes, and her struggle with identity. Author Susan Cayleff, whose adult biography of Babe Didrikson
was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize, now brings Babe's rousing true-life story to young women, for
whom she stands as a powerful role model.
All-Star Sports Trivia The Editors of Sports Illustrated Kids 2021-11-16 A must-have book for
inquisitive young sports fans, this collection of sports trivia entertains as it informs, presenting insider
knowledge from the world of sports in the distinct Sports Illustrated Kids style. More than simply a list
of questions and answers, this full-color, interactive book details the answers to sports' curious questions
— Why is the NHL's trophy called the Stanley Cup? Who was baseball's first designated hitter? When
were the first Olympics held? Why is San Francisco's football team called the 49ers? — complete with
photos and illustrations that entertain as they inform. Featuring hundreds of questions, young fans will
be stumping the adult sports fans in their lives with their expert insider knowledge.
Senior High School Library Catalog H.W. Wilson Company 2002 Each vol. is divided into 2 parts
1st-7th ed.: Dictionary catalog and Classified catalog; 8th-9th ed. have 3rd. part: Directory of publishers.
Uncle John's Fully Loaded 25th Anniversary Bathroom Reader Bathroom Readers' Institute
2012-11-01 The Bathroom Reader turns 25! Uncle John is celebrating this historic milestone with his
biggest all-new edition ever--more than 600 pages of absorbing material! 2012 ForeWord Reviews Book
of the Year Awards, Honorable Mention in Humor Category 2013 IBPA Benjamin Franklin Award Gold
Winner in Humor "Fully Loaded" is putting it mildly. This behemoth of a book is overflowing with
incredible stories, surprising facts, weird news, little-known origins, forgotten history, fun wordplay, and
everything else that millions of loyal fans have come to expect from the world's best-selling bathroom
reading series. As always, it's divided by length: quickies for the reader on the go, medium-sized articles
for those with a few minutes to spare, and extra-long pieces for those truly leg-numbing experiences.
Here are just a few of the hundreds of topics loaded into this edition of America's favorite "on the go"
source of fascinating information: * Forgotten Firsts * Dumb Crooks: Stoner Edition * Bizarre Japanese
Video Games * The Kamikaze Instruction Manual * Our Lady of the Little Green Men * The Worst Fire
in American History * The World's Worst Business Decision * The New Years Eve Opossum Drop *
Do Blondes Really Have More Fun? * Failed Doomsday Predictions * When Toilets Explode * And
much, much more!
More Than a Game Chris Crowe 2004 Contains a bibliography of books for young adults that deal with
sports and includes over 3,000 titles.
Adventuring with Books Amy A. McClure 2002 In this 13th edition of "Adventuring with Books,"
teachers and librarians will find descriptions of more than 850 texts (published between 1999 and 2001)
suitable for student use in background research, unit study, or pleasure reading, and children will find
books that delight, amuse, and entertain. The texts described in the book are divided into 24 general
topics, including Science Nonfiction; Struggle and Survival; Fantasy Literature; Sports; Games and
Hobbies; and Mathematics in Our World. To highlight literature that reflects the schools' multiple
ethnicities, the booklist also introduces readers to recent literature that celebrates African American,
Asian and Pacific Island, Hispanic American, and indigenous cultures. Each chapter begins with a brief
list of selection criteria, a streamlined list of all annotated titles in that chapter, and an introduction in
which chapter editors discuss their criteria and the status of available books in that subject area. While
the reviews were written by adults, the voices and opinions of children are often included as well,
lending credence to adult choices of the quality children's books. (NKA).
Babe Didrikson Zaharias Nancy Wakeman 1999-09-01 A biography of the multi-talented female

athlete, discussing the different sports in which she competed and her part in creating the first women's
professional golf circuit.
The Heart of a Champion Bob Richards 2009-08-01 What makes a champion? Olympic champion
Bob Richards says it's the will to win no matter what the odds. In The Heart of a Champion, he shares
the incredible stories of athletes who have overcome hardship, disability, racism, sexism, and more to
become the best the world has ever seen. A celebration of hard work and the indomitable human spirit,
this book captures Richards's contagious enthusiasm for individual greatness as well as the beauty of
working as a team. These inspirational true stories have been loved for fifty years. Now repackaged for a
new generation of athletes and coaches, The Heart of a Champion is poised to influence thousands more
with its message of hope and perseverance.
Sporting Gender Joanna Harper 2019-12-11 The 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games are likely to feature the
first transgender athlete, a topic that will be highly contentious during the competition. But transgender
and intersex athletes such as Laurel Hubbard, Tifanny Abreu, and Caster Semenya didn’t just turn up
overnight. Both intersex and transgender athletes have been newsworthy stories for decades. In Sporting
Gender: The History, Science, and Stories of Transgender and Intersex Athletes, Joanna Harper provides
an in-depth examination of why gender diverse athletes are so controversial. She not only delves into the
history of these athletes and their personal stories, but also explains in a highly accessible manner the
science behind their gender diversity and why the science is important for regulatory committees—and
the general public—to consider when evaluating sports performance. Sporting Gender gives the reader a
perspective that is both broad in scope and yet detailed enough to grasp the nuances that are central in
understanding the controversies over intersex and transgender athletes. Featuring personal investigations
from the author, who has had first-person access to some of the most significant recent developments in
this complex arena, this book provides fascinating insight into sex, gender, and sports.
Babe Didrikson Zaharias Jane Sutcliffe 2009-08-01 Babe Didrikson was running and jumping hedges
at the age of eight. Her dedication to training and practicing resulted in her becoming one of the greatest
woman athletes of the century. Although she won two gold medals and one silver medal in track and
field events at the 1932 Olympics, Babe excelled in every sport that she played.
Babe Susan E. Cayleff 1996 Looks at the life of the professional golfer, the public persona she created,
her life as she lived it, and her lesbianism
The Queen of the Ring Jeff Leen 2010-07-13 The story of Mildred Burke, the longest reigning
champion of female wrestling, from the Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist and author of Kings of
Cocaine. In this in-depth account, journalist Jeff Leen pulls back the curtain on a forgotten era when a
petite midwesterner used her beauty and brawn to dominate America’s most masculine sport. At only
five feet two, Mildred Burke was an unlikely candidate for the ring. A waitress barely scraping by on
Depression-era tips, she saw her way out when she attended her first wrestling match. When women
were still struggling for equality with men, Burke regularly fought—and beat—male wrestlers. Rippling
with muscle and dripping with diamonds, she walked the fine line between pin-up beauty and hardened
brawler. An unforgettable slice of Americana, The Queen of the Ring captures the golden age of
wrestling, when one gritty, glamorous woman rose through the ranks to take her place in athletic history.
“Jeff Leen has made a fabulous contribution to the sports-history canon. The Queen of the Ring is a
marvelous evocation of an era, and a riveting portrait of a one-of-a-kind American moll.” —Sally
Jenkins, author of The Real All Americans
We Are the Ship Kadir Nelson 2008-01-08 Using an "Everyman" player as his narrator, Kadir Nelson
tells the story of Negro League baseball from its beginnings in the 1920s through the decline after Jackie
Robinson crossed over to the majors in 1947. Illustrations from oil paintings by artist Kadir Nelson.
Outstanding Women Athletes Janet Woolum 1998 Profiles major women athletes and discusses the

contributions they have made to their individual sport
Women of Vision Eileen A. Gavin, PhD 2007-03-20 From the reviews: "Women of Vision blends
biographical narrative with psychological perspectives on human development, resulting in a moving
and passionate book that is suitable for both academic and nonacademic readers. It is a useful tool for
teaching purposes or for simple, enjoyable, and informative reading." --Psychology of Women Quarterly
"...a fascinating look of preservation and perceptiveness that is differentiated from its predecessors in its
range of disciplines and emphasis...This new 'life course' approach to understanding female leaders gives
valuable insight into the lives of these imminent women, furnishing insights into how the socialeconomic-political milieu and the attitudes and values of the time played a significant role in the lives of
these women but also in all our lives. Women of Vision will serve as a springboard for exploration of
how the psychologies of individual human lives affect their life-course and as a galvanizing step for
many more future women of vision and leadership....The accounts in the book should be of substantial
significance for readers interested in gender issues. However, the book will appeal to an even wider
audience. Persons hoping to move in new directions in their own lives (e.g., women looking wistfully at
new academic and occupational paths after years in stereotypic niches) can surely also find inspiration in
the various accounts."--SirReadaLot.org We all know of women of great vision; women whose efforts
and accomplishments have had a major impact on the arts, politics, women's rights, sports, or science.
But often we may not understand how they became such powerful agents of change and what sorts of
questions we should ask of their pasts to understand how the trajectories of their lives were formed. In
this extraordinary textbook, leading experts cast new light on the role of circumstance,
accomplishments, and personality in the development of various twentieth-century women of vision.
This is a brand new life-course approach to understanding female leaders and gives valuable insight into
the lives of such eminent women as Rachel Carson, Evelyn Gentry Hooker, Georgia O'Keeffe, Eleanor
Roosevelt, "Babe" Didrikson Zaharias, Ella Fitzgerald, Alice Paul, Lucille Ball, and many others. Study
questions and exercises at the end of each chapter further enhance the text. Women of Vision will serve
as the springboard for exploration of how the psychologies of individual human lives affect their lifecourse and a galvanizing step for many more future women of vision and leadership.
Babe Didrikson Zaharias 2014
Game Changers Molly Schiot 2016-10-18 “The embrace of women’s sports sometimes feels almost
like a political act...Molly Schiot’s Game Changers: The Unsung Heroines of Sports History is so
valuable.” —The Wall Street Journal “A thoughtful, exhaustively researched, and long-overdue tribute to
the women who have paved the way for the likes of Serena Williams, Abby Wambach, Simone Biles,
and more.” —espnW Based on the Instagram account @TheUnsungHeroines, a celebration of the
pioneering, forgotten female athletes of the twentieth century that features rarely seen photos and new
interviews with past and present game changers including Abby Wambach and Cari Champion. Two
years ago, filmmaker Molly Schiot began the Instagram account @TheUnsungHeroines, posting a photo
each day of a female athlete who had changed the face of sports around the globe in the pre-Title IX age.
These women paved the way for Serena Williams, Carli Lloyd, and Lindsey Vonn, yet few today know
who they are. Slowly but surely, the account gained a following, and the result is Game Changers, a
beautifully illustrated collection of these trailblazers’ rarely-before-seen photos and stories. Featuring
icons Althea Gibson and Wyomia Tyus, complete unknowns Trudy Beck and Conchita Cintron,
policymaker Margaret Dunkle, sportswriter Lisa Olson, and many more, Game Changers gives these
“founding mothers” the attention and recognition they deserve, and features critical conversations
between past and present gamechangers—including former US Women’s National Soccer Team captain
Abby Wambach and SportsCenter anchor Cari Champion—about what it means to be a woman on and
off the field. Inspiring, empowering, and unforgettable, Game Changers is the perfect gift for anyone

who has a love of the game.
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